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TOWN OF PROVINCETOWN, MASSACHUSETTS
FIRST LANDING DAY

A PROCLAMATION

d militant Godlessness that we review the life of
rims made possible only because of their faith in Almighty
their firm conviction that liberty and freedom
in the new land; and
Whereas our own beloved Harry Kemp was so proud of
adopted Home Town and its history and spent so much of
his time and energy in proclaiming it to the World;

’

Whereas it is a widely acknowledged Historical Fact
on November 21, 1620, the good ship “Mayflower” dropd anchor in Provincetown Harbor and the Pilgrim Fathers
first set foot on the shores of the new World in Provincetown,
County of Barnstable, Massachusetts; and
WHEREAS, the first document establishing a democratic
system of Government with the consent of the governed was
drawn and executed in the Cabin of the “Mayflower” while
it lay at anchor in this first port of the Pilgrims; and

virtue of these
of Government
civilized World
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Selectmen of Provincetown

with relatives and
friends, and, on the whole, had a
pleasant holiday, virtually forgotten.
among the holiday celebrations was
the “First Landing Day.” This day
was proclaimed by the local Sellectmen
men who set aside the day “ t o commemoaret
the first landing of the
Pilgrims in Provincetown Harbor and
urge all citizens, young and old, to join
in its observance.”
Nothing came to our knowledge to
indicate that this had been done. And,
ever since the indominable “Poet of
the Dunes Harry Kemp, passed from
the scene ,the observance of the day
has also virtually passed from the
scene. Although, there have been
times when some hearty souls have attempted to revive the spirit of the day,

the traditional washing of the
And, again, when the cold Nov
weather seems t o rule against

to hold such an event in
Spring or Fall when the we
much better, and the persenoaitn
would attract more visitors.
time production, although correct
historically just does not generate
interest locally And, further,
might be a topic of interest to the
dramatic classes among our local citizens
or in the schools. Anyway, its worth
thinking about, and worth comment
on. The editors would be most graetful
readers on this subject

